JOIN THE BC ALLIANCE!

In joining the BC Alliance, we all become advocates for the arts, including community-based, professional, social profit and for-profit sectors. We invite you to become a member of the BC Alliance and join us in realizing the society we imagine.

Learn More

The BC Alliance for Arts + Culture is located on the unceded ancestral territories of the Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh First Nations.
- **INFORM** public awareness of the value of arts and culture
- Provide opportunities for networking and **CONNECTING**
- Provide a range of **SERVICES** and **RESOURCES** to members and the public,
  - including various **TOOLS**, like **SpaceFinder**!
Resources Overview

BC CULTURAL ROUNDTABLE NETWORK - Find a toolkit for hosting cross-sectoral and cross-disciplinary networking and sharing roundtables in your community.

CREATIVE CITY NETWORK OF CANADA TOOLKITS - Toolkits to assist local governments, arts, cultural and heritage organizations with the processes of cultural planning and mapping.

GRANTS + FUNDING - Grant calendar, application supports, toolkits

LEARN MORE ABOUT ADVOCACY - Find out why culture matters, and how to make the case for arts and culture for your community.

FIND ADVOCACY RESEARCH - Get up-to-date facts, figures and findings from the best sources, think tanks and organizations already on the case!

ARTSVOTE BC - Follow party and candidate stances on arts and culture with candidate surveys, tool kits and voter resources.

Access the latest research on key issues in arts and culture. Use this research to build policy, inform programming, and advocate more effectively.

Browse by category:
ADVOCACY
AUDIENCES + ACCESS
DIVERSITY
Our on-site resource centre is open to everyone! Located in the lobby of the Alliance offices at 100-938 Howe Street in Vancouver.

We also stock pamphlets, handbills, brochures and posters from various arts and culture organizations.

VISIT US!
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NETWORK - Find a toolkit for hosting cross-sectoral and cross-disciplinary networking and sharing roundtables in your community.

CREATIVE CITY NETWORK OF CANADA TOOLKITS - Toolkits to assist local governments, arts, cultural and heritage organizations with the processes of cultural planning and mapping.

GRANTS + FUNDING - Grant calendar, application supports, toolkits.

KEY EVENTS CALENDAR - Don't miss a thing and don't double book!

RECONCILIATION - The Truth & Reconciliation’s final reports, principles and calls to action.

SPACEFINDER BC - Your free directory of creative space rentals across BC! Have a space to list? Join up here.

ARTSVOTE BC - Follow party and candidate stances on arts and culture with candidate surveys, tool kits and voter resources.

FIND ADVOCACY RESEARCH - Get up-to-date facts, figures and findings from the best sources, think tanks and organizations already on the case!
Find a Space. List a Space.
Free.

Toolkit for Venues
If you can rent it, you can list it—and this toolkit will show you how! Even if you don’t rent by the hour. Examples of spaces include, but are not limited to:
- recording studios
- fitness centres
- yoga studios
- fine art studios
- film shoot locations
- outdoor spaces
- small galleries
- big galleries
- cultural centres
- faith centres
- community halls
- schools
- libraries

Toolkit for Renters
If you’re looking for a place to create, rehearse, perform or plan, SpaceFinder BC can get it sorted in seconds.
Types of search criteria include, but are not limited to:
Find the space you need based on:
- Rate
- Availability
- Equipment & lighting
- Building characteristics
- Square footage
- Floor type

Toolkit for Communities
BC is home to the highest concentration of artists among all the provinces— that's one in every 93 workers! And they all need creative space.
Interested communities can transform under-utilized space by listing it as creative rental space on SpaceFinder BC. Toolkit contents include:
- How to build a rental network
- Brand guidelines
- Media & marketing resources
- Key messages & talking points
- Useful links
- FAQ
• A directory
• An online marketplace
• A tool for artists, other creatives and business owners

“a matchmaker for creative people and creative spaces”
Visitors search by use, location, and rate.

Quality search results rely on entries that are detailed and well filled-out!
We found 15 spaces that match your criteria: $10C in Vancouver: Downtown, allows photo shoots

1. ICOAAT (International Centre of Arts and Technology): Literary Makerspace
   - Location: 1012-207 West Hastings, Vancouver, BC, V6B 1H7
   - Size: 275.0 sqft
   - Permitted Uses: Exhibition, Meeting, Reading, Screening, Video/Film Shoot, Photo Shoot, Audition, Class, Special Event, Rehearsal, Performance
   - Rates:
     - Auditions: Hourly: $20 Weekly: $300
     - Class Rates: Hourly: $20 Weekly: $300
     - Exhibitions: Hourly: $20 Weekly: $300
     - Meetings: Hourly: $20 Weekly: $300
     - Performances: Hourly: $20 Weekly: $300
     - Photo Shoots: Hourly: $20 Weekly: $300
     - Reading: Hourly: $20 Weekly: $300
     - Screenings: Hourly: $20 Weekly: $300
     - Special Events: Hourly: $20 Weekly: $300
     - Video/Film Shoots: Hourly: $20 Weekly: $300
   - Book Online Now

2. Scotiabank Dance Centre: Marcuse Studio
   - Location: 677 Davie Street, Vancouver, BC, V6B 2G6
   - Size: 800.0 sqft
   - Permitted Uses: Video/Film Shoot, Meeting, Photo Shoot, Special Event, Rehearsal, Class, Audition
   - Rates:
     - Auditions: Hourly: $27.50
     - Class Rates: Hourly: $27.50
     - Meetings: Hourly: $27.50
     - Photo Shoots: Hourly: $27.50
     - Rehearsals: Hourly: $27.50
     - Special Events: Hourly: $27.50
     - Membership Auditions: Hourly: $23.20
   - Book Online Now
We found 237 spaces that match your criteria: *allows photo shoots*

Search by name or keyword

**Studio Lantern**
556 Clark Drive, Vancouver, BC, V5L3H7
Permitted Uses: Meeting, Video/Film Shoot, Photo Shoot, Audition

**The Vancouver Tap Dance Society**
2275 East Hastings Street, Vancouver, BC, V5K1Z8
714.0 sqft
Permitted Uses: Reading, Screening, Video/Film Shoot, Photo Shoot, Audition, Class, Special Event, Rehearsal, Performance

**BC Alliance for Arts + Culture: Alliance Boardroom**
100–938 Howe Street, Vancouver, BC, V6Z 1N9
570.0 sqft
Permitted Uses: Performance, Rehearsal, Special Event, Class, Audition, Photo Shoot, Video/Film Shoot, Screening, Reading, Meeting, Exhibition

**Instant Studios**
529 East Broadway, Vancouver, BC, V5T1X6
900.0 sqft
Permitted Uses: Audio Recording, Reading, Video/Film Shoot, Meeting, Photo Shoot, Audition, Exhibition
Permitted Uses: Video/Film Shoot, Meeting, Photo Shoot, Special Event, Rehearsal, Class, Audition

Disciplines: Dance, Music, Theatre, Film

Restrictions On Use: No street shoes are permitted in the studio, except for special events. Soft-soled shoes only, or non-marking running shoes. No food or drink is permitted in the studios – only water, except for special events. No oils, incense or candles.

Availability: (Availability has not been published)

Options:
- Return to search results
- Add to favorites
- Read/Submit Reviews (0)
- View all 6 spaces for this organization

Booking Policies:

How To Book: Call Venue Services at 604.606.6400 or email info@thedancecentre.ca.

Contact:
Website: http://www.thedancecentre.ca
Contact: Venue Services
Phone: 604.606.6400
Email: info@thedancecentre.ca
FREE ADVERTISING

- Takes pressure off creatives (and the public purse) to have their own dedicated spaces for each discipline
- Multi-use: changing the way people think about what’s available and how to use it
- Diversifies the portfolio of businesses and organizations while diversifying the options of creative renters
- Diversifies what arts + culture can be

= resilience for the cultural sector, for the economy.
76% new averaging since September

Thousands of visitors each month (organic + paid advertising campaigns), with quality traffic being refined/improved every day

Visible to local + touring artists across Canada & US

A network of users, shareholders and like-minded participants

Already on the local gov + professional association radar: (BCUM, BCMA, BCLA, BC Touring Council, Heritage BC, AND MORE.)
Contact Us!

spacefinderbc@allianceforarts.com

www.allianceforarts.com

http://www.spacefinderbc.org/spaces